
Geology. - Tectonics of the Mt. Aigoual plu ton in the southeastern 
Cevennes, France. Part 11. By D. DE WAARD. (Communicated by 
Prof. H. A. BROUWER.) 

(Communicatoo at the meeting of March 26. 1949.) 

11. Tectonics of the slaty country rock. 

In the slates cleavage planes have been measured in radial strips as far 
as 10 km from the pluton and round about the contact. The pol es of the 
cleavage planes of the measurements not too close to the contact in the 
whole area are plotted in tectonogram fig. 5. The local density with close 
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Fig. 5. Pole diagram (55 poles) of the slaty c1eavage exept near the granite contact. 
Con tours 45-27-18-90/0' Crosses indicate the axes of ribs and minor folds. 

contour intervals points to a very reg uI ar strikeand dip of the slaty 
cleavage with an average of about N 138 E. 34 NE. 

Generally. cleavage planes in slates have been developed without being 
the direct consequence of stratification. Locally however cleavage plan es 
may be found parallel to the original bedding. The original bedding in the 
studied area is usually obliterated. In some Iocalities hard beds of quartzite 
have been found parallel to the slaty cleavage. indicating alocal parallelism 
of primary and secondary structures. Elsewhere microscopie examination 
of slates brings out that ordinary flat cleavage planes intersect sm all folds 
in the original stratification. 

Slaty cleavage. being a better developed kind of fracture cleavage. is 
usually ascribed to shearing action of tectonic movements. The rock 
material gives way to the stress by differential movement along shearing 
planes. The direction of motion of the tectonic unit of which the Mt. 
Aigoual region is a small part. must thus be found within the plane of 
cleavage. In the same way ribs or minor folds and most of the joint systems 
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in the slates have been formed during the orogeny. They give additional 
clues about the diredion of orogenic motion. 

Minor folds are usually weil developed in the southern part of the area. 
In the northern area an analogous phenomenon is to be seen in small 
straight ribs of about 2 mm wave length in the cleavage planes. Connection 
between ribs and small foIds have been found as transitions and combina~ 
tions of both forms in the field and af ter plotting the axes of folds and 
ribs in the diagram, fig. 5, they clearly exhibit uniformity of directions. 

The average trend of these folds (N 140 E) is about the strike of the 
slates, most of them pitc'hing a few degrees north~west. In some cases a 
second system perpendicular to the first is developed. Their axes are 
plotted in the north~east sec ti on of the diagram. 

As folds usually originate by compression of material. the compression 
or motion of the strata in theMt. Aigoual area must have taken place in 
NW -SE direction. Small folds and ribs however may be interpreted as 
drag folds. In that case the pitch of the drag folds is about parallel to the 
pitch of the major structures, being here nearly horizontal. Together with 
the relationship of cleavage planes to tectonic motion the direction in which 
the motion occurred is found, viz. pet1pendicular to the minor folds and 
within the cleavage planes, resulting in a direction of about NE-SW, 
dipping NE. Whereas French geologists consider the southern part of the 
Central MassÏ'f to be originated by southward motion, the foregoing con~ 
clusions with respect to the Mt. Aigoual area point to a tectonic motion 
directed about 300 upwaro to the S.W. with a folding axis slightly dipping 
to the N.W. 

Most joints in slates are to be considered too as caused by tectonic 
motion. Everywhere in the Mt. Aigoual region slates are fractured in at 

Fig. 6. Pole diagram (72 poles) of joint systems in slates. Contours 5~3 %. Hatched 
area indicates the average of schistosity of fig. 5. 

least two systems of joints. A combination of all measured joints in slates 
not too close to the contact is shown in fig. 6. The poles of the joint 
planes appear to form densities in a broad girdle whose axis is the average 
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cleavage of the slate. This indicates a preponderant jointing perpendicular 
to the c1eavage plane. 

In this girdle dominant densities of poles are broadIy concentrated in a 
NW-SE direction, which indicates a preponderance of joints perpen~ 
dicular to bath c1eavage and minor folds and they may thus be considered 
as tension joints. The smaller concentration of pol es in the NE corner of 
the diagram - being joints in the direction of the minor folds - may be 
seen as the Iess developed set of the two shearing systems of which the 
slaty c1eavage is by farthe most important. 

In fig. 7 the plane of the diagram is made the plane of the average 
slaty c1eavage by rotation of this average to the centre of the diagram. 
The concentration of perpendicular joints is now clearly shown as a 
peripheral girdle. Addition of the rotated axes of ribs and minor folds of 
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Fig. 7. Same diagram as fig. 6 after rotation of the average of sehistosity to the eentre 

of the diagram. Crosses are the rotated axes of ribs and minor folds of fig. 5. 

fig. 5 in the same tectonogram gives the relation between the directions 
of the ribs and folds and the NW-SE densities of joints which are 
considered as to be caused by tension. 

The above mentioned features of the slates are combined in block 
diagram fig. 8. It shows in outline the relation of joints and folds to each 

.............. \ 

-------------
Fig. 8. Bloek diagram of the tee tonic features in the slates in relation with the strain 

ellipsoid. 
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other and to the strain ellipsaid of which sections are drawn on the sides 
of the diagram. 

12. Tectonics of the country rock near the contact. 

Besides a norm al small variability in strike and dip of rhe slaty cleavage. 
big divergences have been measured near the contacts of the granite. The 
structure map (in: DE WAARD. 1949) shows these variations especially in 
the country rock near the northern and eastern boundary of the pluton. 
The other con ta cts too. nearly always have di'Vergences in the strikes of 
the slates. As a whole these divergences are found in a zone up to 500 
meters round about the pluton. Strikes in this zone are systematically 
bent to the ENE. As much as 70° divergence has been observed. Bending 
of the strike in this zone is accompanied by alteration in ,dip. Usually dips 
near the contact are much stronger. The normal dip of the slates of about 
30° tot 35° increases to 40° and 45° and sometimes over 60° towards the 
granite contact. 

These divergences are plotted in tectonogram fig. 9. The poles of the 

Fig. 9. Pole diagram of the slaty c1eavage in the neighbourhood of the granite contact. 
Dets indicate data in the northern and northwestern. circles in the southern and 
southeastern contacts. The average of the norm al schistosity is shown by the hatched area. 

slaty cleavage of the country rock are shown together with the average 
of the norm al schistosity (hatched spot). They occupy a much larger 
area in .the diagram than those of the slates farther away from the contact. 
Variations of about 60° at both sides of the average occur and most dips 
are considerable steeper. In the diagram aseparation has been made 
between the country rock NW and SE of a plane perpendicular to the 
average strike of the slates through the centre of the pluton. North and 
west of this plane strikes are mostly turned anti clockwise (dots) and in 
the sou theastern part in clockwise direction (circles) in the same measure 
and both with increase of dip. 

Clearly these phenomena have been caused by the intrusive movement 
during the mise en place of the granite. The upward movement of the 
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granite mass pushed upward the slates close to its contacts. Lifting up 
strata with a certain strike and dip can mean alteration in dip as well as 
in strike. 

This is illustrated in the theoreticaI block diagram fig. 10. In the case 

Fig. 10. Bloek diagram showing the theoretical alteration in strike and dip of the slates 
by upward bending at the eon ta ets of the pluton, paraHel and at right angles to the strike 

of the slaty cleavage. 

in question the uplift of the slates in the country rock is shown in the 
increase in dip as well as in bending of its strike to the NE. These 
phenomena may thus be seen as large drag features. They are one more 
evidence of the intrusive character of the pluton. 

13. Faults and dikes in the country rock and the contact planes of the 
pluton. 

A glance at the structure map shows striking regularities in the directions 
of faults, dikes and contact planes of the pluton. This is indicative of a 
similar age and origin of these different features. 

As mentioned in paragraph 3 faults have not been found cutting granite 
dikes. They are younger however than quartz rveins and the development 
of schistosity and joint systems in the slates. In one locality drag features 
are observed in the adjoining country rock of a granite dike. but this drag 
is caused befare the consoHdation of the dike. Thus faults must have been 
active during the intrusive motion of the granite. This age determination 
of course does not imply any denial of the possibility of faults having been 
formed along existing fractures in the sla te. 

All observed faults. dikes and contact planes in the mapped area 
are compiled in tectonogram fig. 11. Besides some scattered pole axes 
two areas of increased density are shown. Most of the pole axes are 
concentrated in the SE corner of the diagram. A second and smaller 
concentration is visible in the middle of the SW quadrant .. Compared with 
the diagram of the joint systems in the slates of fig. 6. the largest con
centration coincides with the area of joints in the SE corner of this diagram 
which is interpreted as thearea of tension joints in the slates. The smaller 

36 
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concentration in the SW quadrant is the area of the slaty cleavage in 
fig. 5. The grea't majority of faults, dikes and contact planes thus may be 
considered as occurring along existing joint systems in the slates . 

• 

. 
••• .ro. . . 

Fig. 11. Pole diagram of faults (crosses), granitic dikes (circles) and lamprophyre 
dikes (dots) in the country rock and the contact planes (double circles) of the pluton. 

Most of the contact planes of the pluton occupy the area of tension 
joints in the Idiagram. Only in one case the cleavage plane of the slate 
has been used. More than 80 % of all granite dikes penetrated tension 
joints. Few of them intruded along the slaty cleavage. Most lamprophyre 
dikes preferred the cleavage planes of the slates. About 30 % penetrated 
tension joints. There may be a relation between the usually far away 
intrusions of lamprophyre dikes and their preference of penetration in the 
slaty cleavage. Faults occur in the joint system areas as weIl as the 
secondary fracture cleavage areas in the NE and SW margins of the 
diagram. 

As appears from the structure map faults are arranged more or less 
parallel to the nearest granite contac't. If drag features have been observed 
uplift proved to be at the side of the contact and downthrow at the other. 
The drag features indicate in this way an uplift of the country rock round 
about the pluton. 

The faults m~'arest to the granite are shown in outline in fig. 12. The 
dip of all faults is rather steep; less than 50° has not been found. In the 
north faults are dipping N. All except one have downthrow to northern 
directions. The exception near the NE contact is presumably connected 
with the peninsuIa of slates in the pluton and has in this way only local 
significance. East and west of the pluton faults dip away from the contact 
except two in the south~east of the map which are very steep. 

As mentioned above, movements alonÇ/ these faults must have taken 
place somewhat before or during the intrusion of the granite. It is obvious 
that these movements are in causal relation with the intrusive motion of 
the granite. The intrusive forces must have arched the country rock which 
caused tension in the slates and penetration of the granite mass along 



D. DE WAARD: Tectonics of the Mt . Aigoual pluton in the southeastern 
Cev,e;nnes, France. 

Photo 1. Scenery in the northem part of the Mt. Aigoual region. The reticular pattern 
in the vegetation of this hili is caused byerosion differences on its surface as aresuit 

of dikes and faults in the slates. 

Photo 2. Ordinary type of the Mt. Aigoual granite with oriented phenocrysts of 
orthoclase. 



Photo 3. Joint systems in the granite. 

Photo 4. Example of joint systems in the slates. 
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open joints. This was accompanied by movements of blocks of rock along 
joints of the slates which eHected uplift of the country rock in the 
neighbourhood of the intrusion. 

'K" 

Fig. 12. Outline map of all faults near the pluton. Observed drag features are shown 
by arrows; the direction of the arrows indicates the downthrow side of the fault. 

14. The mise en place of the granite. 

In the preceding paragraphs all observed structural phenomena of the 
Mt. Aigoual pluton and its country rock have been discussed successively. 
They are subordinate parts in a complicated occurrence. each giving its 
own piece of evidence. Taken together they te11 a rather complete story 
of an important geological event. the story of the emplacement of the 
granite. 

The history of this area starts with Palaeozoic - probably Cambrian -
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sedimentation of mainly argillaceous materiaI. exudation of quartz veins 
and folding probably in the sudetic phase of the variscan orogeny. The 
latter created slates, locally phyllite aIlJd quarzite, and developed ribs" 
minor folds, slaty cleavage, tension joints and secondary fracture cleéWage, 
indicating the stress effects on the rock in this part of the orogeny. 

In this rock the granite mass occupied room. The substance cannot have 
been rich in easily volatilized constituents an1d the temperature has not 
been very high; the contact metamorphic zone is poorly developed, no 
assimilation features have been found at the contacts, acid dikes and 
veins are scarce. Nor can it have been very liquid during its mise en place; 
oriented crystals compose flow structures which indicate the presence 
already of a great part of the crystals. The occupied room must have been 
relatively high in the earth's cru st, which is shown by the straight and 
sharp contacts of the pluton and the faulting features. 

Thus the substance - magma sensu lato or better "mush" - has been 
a V'iscous flowing, partly crystaHized mass of relatively low temperature 
and poor in easily ,volatilized constituents in a relatively shallow depth in 
the earth's crust. The mush consolidated slowly within the pluton into 
porphyritic granite and somewhat quicker in most dikesinto granite 
porphyry having the same composition of quartz and feldspar phenocrysts 
in 'a matrix with different coarseness of grain. Somewhere inside the plu ton 
body differentiaNon processes must have taken place and acid and basic 
dikes were ,formed. The source of the lamprophyre dikes has probably 
been deeper in the pluton which coincides perhaps with their relatively 
great distance from the plutonic outcrop. 

The mush flowed upward as appears from the dome~shaped flow struc~ 
tures. It forced its way upward according to the upward bended slates 
near the contact and it arched even the intruded area which became 
eV'ident Iby the uplifted blocks of country rock round the contact. The 
structural habitus of the pluton may be summarized according to the 
nomendatures of HANS CLOOS (1928) and BALK (1937) as follows. 
A smalI, oval. mainly periclinaI. autonomous pluton of porphyritic granite 
with flow facies in at least two dom es 'of flow lines and layers, is 
discordantly and parallel to joint systems, mainly conformably, dishar~ 
moniously and posttectonic intruded as a nuclear plu ton in the variscan 
orogen. 

As mentioned in Iparagraph 8 the flow structures of the pluton seem 
to be incomplete. The structures in the SE of the outcrop are part of a 
dome of flow layers of which the other part must be hidden SE of the 
pluton border. Inconformable structures in the south and the east of the 
outcrop give the impression of continuation of internal structures under 
the adjoining country rock. ~he drawn~out flow structures and the 
enormous dike swarms north and east of the pluton outcrop also seem to 
point to a hidden extension of the pluton body. 

All mentioned phenomena indicate a la.rger pluton than the exposed 
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outerop not far below the present surface. Most of the adjoining country 
rock must thus be part of the roof of the plu ton. Upthrown blocks of 
slates. faulted or separated along pre-existing Jractures farm part of this 
roof. The granite must have forced Us way upward. arched the roof as a 
whole and made room by .further lifting up parts of the roof and by 
penetrating its fractures. 

This is illustrated Iby the series of sections in block diagram fig. 13. 
Faults and dikes border blocks of ,walls and roof. Their bottom is the 
cleavage plane of the slates. The NW contact ,is steep;continuation of 
the plutonis drawn to the nor th and east. North of the outerop the granite 
body must be very near. The numerolIs dikes border floating blocks of 
slates. 

15. Comparative observations in adjacent massifs of the Cevennes. 

By a rapid survey in 1948 comparative studies have been done in 
surrounding massifs (fig. 1). South of the Mt. Aigoual plu ton is the much 
larger St. Guiral pluton which is possibly connected with the Mt. Aigoual 
pluton by the bottle-neck in the SW of the latter. From the St. Guiral 
pluton a massif - about 30 km long - stretches away to the east. dilating 
in the Mt. du Liron mass~f. North of the Mt. Aigoual is the Mt. Lozère 
massif. the largest massif of the Cevennes region. The mentioned massifs 
form together an interrupted horseshoe including a large area of slates 
open to rhe NE. 

Preponderant resemblances in structure and petrology have been 
observed in the visited areas. The massifs consist mainly of identical 
grey-coloured porphyritic granite with large phenocrysts of orthoclase. 
In theMt. Lozère massiJf and to a less cxtent in the Mt. du Liron massif 
the phenocrysts may be missing locally. the type of rock in all other aspects 
remaining the same. In the Mt. du Uron massif masses of aplitic granite 
halVe been found. It is the same type of granite but without phenocrysts 
and with less biotite often passing into normal aplite. As near the Mt. 
Aigoual pluton. dikes of granite porphyry. quartz porphyry, tonalite 
porphyry. aplite. pegmatite and lamprophyre occur. Flow structures. sharp 
and straIght contacts with narrow and feebly developed contact zones are 
also typical in these massifs. Their posttectonic and intrusive character 
are equaIly evident. 

This wide-spread homogenity. petrolog,ical as well as structural. in the 
massifs of the Cevennes points to a same souree of the material which 
intruded af ter the orogenic movements into different places in the mainly 
slaty country rock. Of less importance - but mentioned because of 
petrological resemblances - is at least one small outerop of augen gnciss 
in the neighbourhood of one of the granite contacts. There is no relation
ship however hetween the postectonic granite and the much older augen 
gneiss. The latter has been mapped in detail and it turned out to he a 
small massif af orthogneiss. intruded as weIl hut much earlier. There may 
he same relation in the souree of both rocks. 
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16. Concluding remarks in relation with granite problems. 

Por a long time the mechanism of intrusion has been a matter of 
discussion. Stoping. enlargement of a magmatic chamber hy the breaking 
oH of blocks from the walls and roof is opposed by organized upward flow 
of the magma through the crust and doming of its roof. In the case in 
question there is nothing found ·supporting stoping. On the contrary all 
features point to a doming mechanism of dntrusion. Domes of flow struc~ 
tures. slates dragged upward near the contacts. dragged faults indicating 
raised blocks of rock near the pluton and long--distance faults showing 
arching of the roof give evidence of a forcing upward of the magma and 
enlargement of the magmatic chamber by doming of the roof. 

During recent years the discussions concerning the origin of granite 
have increased considerably. The purely magmatic origin of granite is 
opposed by migmatization. refusion and metamorphic diffusion. The 
structure of the Mt. A'igoual plu ton and as far as observed in all granite 
massifs of the Cevennes proves evidently the existence of magma or mush 
and magma flow. The granite has been a mobile substance during its 
mise en place and th ere are no indications for metamorphic diffusion in 
the present ma·gmatic deposito No indications have heen found. supposing 
a special conception about the origin of the mobile granite ma ss in the 
depth before it,s intrusion. 
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